When: 9 September 2021 at 3:00 pm
Where: 101 ATS (Large Classroom)
What: This CIRA Jamboree seminar is an opportunity for CIRA scientists to introduce CSU/Atmos students to different CIRA research areas.
Who: Steve Miller, Yoo-Jeong Noh, Jenny Hand, Kate Musgrave, Jason Apke, Kyle Hilburn
Agenda:
- Steve Miller - Jamboree Introduction
- Steve Miller - Next Generation Satellite Imagery
- Yoo-Jeong Noh - Satellite Cloud Projects
- Jenny Hand - National Park Service/Air Quality Research
- Kate Musgrave - Tropical Cyclone Projects
- Jason Apke - Optical Flow Research
- Kyle Hilburn - Machine Learning in Atmospheric Science

For questions please contact Maria.Rugenstein@colostate.edu or Renate.Brummer@colostate.edu